
Heromorph

Forum: HM General Chit Chat
Topic: rambling howls and complaints
Subject: Re: rambling howls and complaints
Posted by: Winterhawk
Posted on: 2006/10/20 22:57:19

Quote:

Wolf wrote:
1st off, I'm stuck with FireFox, since my copy of MicroNaut Widows XP went fritzie on me...and
re-booting XP hasn't helped. Firefox is better then IE anyway...well maybe not the new IE 7 but still it
is good.

Quote:
2nd, every time I've tried to go into the "shout box", nothing has happened...I guess I've been banned
( Have not tried since last time I was here...22 August, I think ) and someone forgot to tell me why. 
you have not been banned, because if you had been banned you would not have been able to
access the site to post this message or even see the site. As previously announced the shoutbox
became private when the site changed to heromorph 2.0 as part of a method of controlling our
bandwidth now it is restricted to gold members and regular artists. HM has multiple "open sites" and
member weeks that open all features of the site to all members including the shoutbox. These events
have been advertised on the site and in the forums a number of times.

Quote:
Been without a ladyfriend since Patty walked out...and that REALLY puts a crimp in your life at
church social funtions. Church girls a sexually repressed and just bursting to be set free. treat the
church like a singles bar and solve both your problems at once. It is a church after all it isn't like they
have bouncers. 
 If you get out of line just ask for forgiveness 
 I am pretty sure if you say a couple hail mary's that should give you a clean slate. 

Quote:
The quality of work at Heromorph seems to have stayed about the same since this place "went over
the wall".  (I thought that, since all the Northern Boys were on "Home Turff", it'd go UP! )Most of
these guys are still yankees, we only came to canada because of the porn 
 and the fact that our old server screwed us and we had to move anyway. So we figured What the
hell lets move to where we can have the porn. if we could have found something similiar in australia
or nigera, we would have gone there, the only thing that changed was were the server was located,
the artists are the same.

Quote:
My avatar sucks KCn bigtime...yet, it won't die. If you have been following the forums you would
know that all you need is 100 posts to be allowed to upload your own avatar. if you don't like your av,
you are the only one to blame for that.

Quote:
I've got the hots for the "female persona" of one of the impersonators down at the local drag queen
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bar...His FEMALE appearence...I'm not into 'poles'...just 'holes'; and I'm straight as a LASER! 
  Why would you tell us that.....no one needs to know that. 
 you should bring her to a church function 

Quote:
I still think 'My Archives dot Net' is a great site... it isn't 

Quote:
I want to contribute...but, will you take a money order?  No one knows... We know and we have told
you. you just didn't like the answer. And that answer has not changed from the last 2 times I told you.

Quote:
AND, to top it all off, I'm spending my 50th birthday, today, at home, by myself, watching Halle Berry
strut around as "Catwoman".   

Yeah...20 October 1956, at 2:17PM----20 October 2006.  As the russian comic Yakov Smirnoff used
to say: 
"WOTTA LIFE!"

( And a "best wishes" to all those having a birthday this month...)

'Wolf'
aka charlie e. tennant II HAPPY BIRTHDAY, could be worse, You could be 51.
Have a nice day 
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